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queezing a 30-something-plus body
into an elementary school-issue
desk is awkward at best. Your legs
either stick out the other side, fold
up so your knees become a convenient chin
rest, or wrap around the desk's short, metal
legs like ribbon 'round a May pole. Dick Van
Dyke could do an Emmy-winning comedy
sketch with a set like this.
But it was just such a what's-wrong-with
this-picture classroom scene that helped
Randy Gunter realize why his evening adult
computer courses were scheduled at an el
ementary school.
"Most high schools in Mississippi don't
have computers," said Gunter, a retired ma
jor and former chief of flight operations at
Columbus AFB. "And the IBM computers in
the elementary schools are strictly for teach
ing remedial math and reading. So most pub
lic high-school students aren't computer
literate even though the state has mandated
that in two years, seniors must have basic
computer skills before they can graduate."
Gunter, who is working on his doctorate in
computers, helped change all that. Through
his perseverance, about 1 o high schools cur
rently are equipped with surplus Air Force
computers. The struggle to get them there, he
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said, was worth the nearly two-year effort.
In August 1992, he learned the Air Force
was canceling its maintenance contract for
NCR computers. Bought in the mid-l 980s,
the computers were equipped with an oper
ating system considered state-of-the-art at
the time. As new technology emerged, the
NCR computers became obsolete because
no other software could be used on them.
"Columbus was one of the few bases com
pletely networked by NCR computers,"
Gunter said. "We relied on them mainly for
mail. I was concerned about what would
happen if we lost a big part of the system after
the contract ended and before the new comAirman

